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General Comment
I hope Trump dissolves the NRC!
They are way overreacting.·I-131 is basically harmless if you isolate in a separate bedroom from you family
and pets! Why expose medical personnel to radiation over and over again. It has a short half-life. This is
stupid and unsafe to medical personnel. Better yet do not use I-131 at all. I just takes out your saliva glands,
can alter your voice and give you dry mouth and difficulty swallowing for Jife. I would try to talk anyone out
of getting I-131 even if it was against their physician's wishes!
'Treating Thyroid cancer is still in the dark ages of medicine. I have had 5 separate tumors and have only
gotten well by treating myself. The key is to ·eat 100% organic to minimize pesticideswhich cause·thyroid
cancer and tumor growth. Apparently chest X-rays and dental e-rays gave me the thyroid cancer in the first
place. So ALWAYS wear a double layer of lead. And do not let your dentist take x-rays every year! My ENT
should not have been doing neck surgerygoing to him was the worst decision of my life. My last tumor was in
the lung and that really scared me. If the governmentreally wants to help usthey should ONLY allow Neck
surgeons to remove Thyroid Cancer!
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